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To see the full article with extended comments, error correction and the additional analysis that I 
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restrict the update to  the annex elements that I have developed, this in order to be complete with 

the vixra platform.  
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A Lagrangian Proof of the Einsteinian Equivalence between the Mass and the Internal

Energy: Additional Analysis

Özgür Berké*

Abstract
This article contains additional analysis to my article viXra: 2006.0022 “A straightforward and Lagrangian
proof of the Einsteinian equivalence between the mass and the internal energy."

 * Özgür Berké, Portet-sur-Garonne, ozgur.berke@live.fr



1. A small reminder of the conclusion of “A straightforward and Lagrangian proof of the 

Einsteinian equivalence between the mass and the inernal energy (i.e. rest energy) V2” 

We have a way to demonstrate the famous Einstein formula E*=Mc² directly from an appropriate 

Lagrangian function selecting the correct variables. 

Instead of ! "{#$}, %&#$&' (), we use  !* "{#$+ }, %&#$+&' ( , -., /.) = 0+1{#$+ },234/.56#$+67 8934/.5 .  

Instead of ! :{;}, %<><# ( , %<><' (?, we use !@ :{;+}, %<>+<#+ ( , %<>+<' ( ,-., /.? A BC+">+,DE+D#+ ,34/.5DE+D7 )&F+34/.5 .  

In the two cases we’ve calculated directly that  GH A <0I</. = J K+L² /. 

 

In this article, we also showed: 

· The strong link with this law and the time dilation formula that highlight the crucial role of 

the Einstein’s requirement of non-universality of time;  

· A discussion on the meaning of the new set of variables chosen with an amusing  modified 

velocity addition formula that does not contradict the of Einstein-Poincaré one; 

· A discussion of the origin of the energy scale and the link to mass as stated by Landau-

Lifchitz; 

· Why in Newtonian mechanic Einstein’s law is hidden; 

· I also add some elements for a Hamiltonian analysis and a discussion about the model of 

electron that allows the formalism to be applied to a concrete example. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Annex 

2.1. Elements of Hamiltonian analysis for a material system free  

· Hamiltonian map 

The 4-momentum is MN4O+5 = 4PQ, G5 = "J K+L , J K+LR/.) 

Then 

SMN4O+5ST = 1UQ9T V GT = 1J U+Q 9T V 1J U+QT /.9T = 1J U+Q 9T WX V 1/.X 9TY = 1U+Q 9T 

=Z 1U+Q 9T = 1UQ9T V GT[\=Z UT = U+T ] Q²GT \=ZU = ^U+T ] Q²GT  

Having also U+ = _ U+̀` = _ a4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T`  

=ZU = cdea4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T` fT ] Q²GT  

Thus the Hamiltonian map gh 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 i g4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 A [U is g4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 = ag+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5T ] Q²GT jklm g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5 =ea4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T`  

 

With g+h 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 i g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 A [U+ 

 

I give below with evident notation 3 kinds of approximation: 

· g{`}nop'qrN`r4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 = ^g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5T ] Q²GT 

with 

g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5 =ea4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T =` e4b`Q²5sX ] Q²G$+T4b`Q²5T`teb`Q² dX ] Xu Q²G$+T4b`Q²5Tf` = PvQ² ]eG$+Tub``  



=Z g{`}nop'qrN`r4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 = cdPwQ² ]eG$+Tub`` fT ] Q²GT

= c4PwQ²5T dX ] XPwQ²eG$+Tub`` fT ] Q²GT
t s4PwQ²5T dX ] uPwQ²eG$+Tub`` f ] Q²GT 

= s4PwQ²5T ] Q²e1Pwb`9G$+T` ] Q²GT = a4PwQ²5T ] Q²GTcX ] Q²_ "Pwb`)G$+T`4PwQ²5T ] Q²GT  

t a4PwQ²5T ] Q²GTxX ] Xu Q² _ "Pwb`)G$+T`4PwQ²5T ] Q²GTy = a4PwQ²5T ] Q²GT ] XsX ] Q²GT4PwQ²5T
eWG$+Tub`Y`  

=Z g{`}nop'qrN`r4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 t a4PvQ²5u ] Q²GT ] XsX] Q²GT4PvQ²5u
edG$+Tub`f`  

jklm[Pv A eb``  

We have also 

XsX ] QTGT4PwQT5T =
XsX] QTJzPT/.T4PwQT5T

= X
|X V "/.Q )T ] QTPT/.T4PwQT5TX V "/.Q )T

= | X V "/.Q )TX V "/.Q )T ] QTPT/.T4PwQT5T =
~����
������
� X V "/.Q )T
X V "/.Q )T ] QT WPw ] _ G$+Tub`QT` YT /.T4PwQT5T

 

=
~����
������
� X V "/.Q )T
X V "/.Q )T ] QTPwT WX ]_ G$+Tub`QTPw` YT /.T4PwQT5T

=
~����
������ X V "/.Q )T
X V "/.Q )T ] QTPwT/.T4PwQT5T ] QTPwT_ G$+Tb`PwQT` /.T4PwQT5T

=
~����
������ X V "/.Q )T
X ]Pw _ G$+Tb`` /.T4PwQT5T

 

= sXV 1/.Q 9T��XV Xu_ G$+Tb`P̀wQT /.TQT �� = sX V 1/.Q 9TxXVeG$+Tub``
/.TQTPwQTy = XJ4/.5xX VeG$+Tub``

"/.Q )TPwQTy 

=Z g{`}nop'qrN`r4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5
= a4PvQ²5u ] Q²GT ] XJ4/.5xX VeG$+Tub``

"/.Q )TPvQT yedG$+Tub`f`  

t a4PvQ²5u ] Q²GT ] XJ4/.5edG$+Tub`f`  



=Zg{`}nop'qrN`r4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 t a4PvQ²5u ] Q²GT ] XJ4/.5edG$+Tub`f`  

 

 

This result is surprisingly for the second term 
�34/.5_ 1G$+RT��9` [because the dilation of time factor J4/.5 divides the internal (“kinematic”) energy instead of multiplying it as in the relation E=[J E*.  

 

· gnop'qrN`r4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 t 4PvQ²5 :X] �T L²4PvL²5u "_ " Pv��)G$+T` ] GT)? 
= PwQ²] Xu XPw de1Pwb�9G$+u� ]Guf = PwQ²]e�G$+uub��� ] GuuPw 

=Zgnop'qrN`r4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 t PvQ² ]eG$+Tub`` ] GTuPv  

· g�,nop'qrN`r4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 = ^g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5T ] Q²GT 

= c�ea4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T` �T ] Q²GT 

= �ea4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T` �|X ] Q²GT�_ a4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T` �T 

= �ea4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T` ���
�X ] Xu Q²GT�_ a4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T` �T��

�
 

=Zg�,nop'qrN`r4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 tea4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T` ] Xu Q²GT_ a4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T`  

 

· Hamiltonian equations 

We can verify if the form of the Hamiltonian verifies the Hamilton equation: �g�G$*+ 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 = ��G$*+ ag+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5T ] Q²GT == g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5 �g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5�G$*+ Xg4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 
With �g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5�G$*+ =e ��G$*+ a4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T` =eQ²G$+ �G$+�G$*+ Xg+̀4{#$+ }, {G$+}5`=eQ²�`` G$+a4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+T` = Q²G$*+a4b$*Q²5T ] Q²G$*+T = Q²G$*+g`*+ 4#$*+ , G$*+5 �m�� 



�g�G$+ 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 = Q²G$+g+̀4#$+ , G$+5 g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5g4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5= Q²G$+ � g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5g4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5� g+̀4#$+ , G$+5 =ZQ² G$+J� U+̀ = �g�G$+ 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 

But as for the center of mass we can write 

 G$+ =[ K�+L² &#$+&'+  with U+̀ = J̀+U�̀�+  

Where U�̀�+ [is the internal energy of the particle “a” in its own center of mass. This internal 

energy is equal to its mass only when the particle is free (as for the global center of mass). "U�̀�+)`[N�[��oo = b`Q² 
Then we can write in general 

Q²U+̀Q² �#$+�l+J� U+̀ = �g�G$+ 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 XJ �#$+�l+ = �#$+�l = �g�G$+ 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 =Z�#$+�l = �g�G$+ 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 

 

This is again coherent with a first Hamiltonian equation. 

 �g�#$*+ 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 = ��#$*+ ag+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5T ] Q²GT == g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5g4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 �g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5�#$*+ = V g+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5g4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 �G$+�l+  

Since 
<�+4{#$+ },{G$+}5<#$I+ = <�_ G$+6#$+67 �0+$  <#$I+ = V <0+<#$I+ = V &G$+&'+  �g�#$+ 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 = V U+JU+ �G$+�l+ = VXJ �G$+�l+ = V�G$+�l  =Z�G$+�l = V �g�#$+ 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 

 

This is again consistent with a second Hamiltonian equation. 

We then see that for the particular variables chosen in the Lagrangian analysis  "&#$+&' , #$+ )[we 

find what we should expect for a Hamiltonian analysis with the variable 4G$+, #$+ 5, that is to 

say the Hamiltonian equation. 

 

For the center of mass we have obviously �g�G 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 = ��Gag+4{#$+ }, {G$+}5T ] Q²GT = Q²Gg4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 = Q² UQ² /.U = /. 



=Z/. = �g�G 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 

 

The second equation, as already showed (cf. [2]): �G�l = �_ G$+ �#$+�l ] G/. Vg@$ �-. = V �g@�-. 4{#$+ }, {G$+}, -., G5 

 

We see that if we want to quantize any system in parallel with its center of mass, we should 

choose the quantum operator associated to the corresponding canonical couples of classical 

variables: 

· {4#$+ , G$+5}, 4-., G5 for a system of particles 

· %";+, <>+<#+)( , 4-., G5 for a field (scalar for example) 

· �lQ�� 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.2. Application: the electromagnetic model of the electron [3], [9 ], [23]-[25] 

Just before and during the construction of the Special Relativity , some theoretical physicists used an 

electromagnetic model of the electron in order to untangle the ball of wool constituted by different 

to date of physical theories and experiments about the electrodynamics (and the optic) of moving  

bodies. The model of electron was used by notably Lorentz and improving by Poincaré (who shares 

with Einstein the privilege to have realized the last step of the discovery/invention of Special 

Relativity, both (very different) way of thinking have their own charm) which is interesting to use at 

least to treat classically the interaction between matter and electromagnetic field without 

divergence. The latter appears indeed for a material point as showed in [1]. One can always (in a 

classical universe with matter and electromagnetism living in a static Minkowskian space-time) 

physically replace a material point by a continuum if one always works for dimensions infinitely 

larger than the dimension of the continuum. The interest is to have a clear mathematic expression 

for the mass, even if the model is actually fundamentally wrong (but the ugly last point is here 

“sufficiently” hidden). 

My interest in using this model is to see how a complex system behaves with the particular choice of 

variables and so thus to see the influence of the dynamics of the center of mass on the internal 

dynamics, in particular the mass behaviour itself. The model I decided to use is slightly different from 

the one used by Poincaré since I want to maintain the mass of the continuum without let all the mass 

to the electromagnetic energy field (as Poincaré & Lorentz & others have done). 

I will present the first attempt of the electron model which is unstable and then the one used by 

Poincaré with his internal “pressure”.  

The electron model is: 

o a continuum spherical surface in its rest frame K* characterized by a surface density of mass σ; 

o the speed of all the material points of the continuum are radial (at an instant t) 

o and the mass distribution  is spherical K*(at an instant t). 

We assume that, the internal spherical behaviour is maintained during motion, although according to 

[9], this model is in fact unstable. 

The Lagrangian is 

! 1{#$4l5}, 2�#$�l 8 , l9 =e�Vb`� Q �¡`�l V �Q̀ � ¢N4£`N5 �£`N�l  `  

=>!@ "{#$+ 4l5}, %&#$+&' ( , -., /., l) = V _ �¤��¥R¦�+ §o��>+4#$+ ,'+5 � 34/.5 ] _ o�L ¨+4#$+ , l+5� &#$+&'`  

= V _ �¤��¥R¦�+ §o��>+4#$+ ,'+5 � 34/.5   via the isotropy hypothesis 

= V©�ª¤+ �¥R¦+ §«¬+�>+4#+,'+5 &+34/.5  since we have a continuum 



= V �ª¤+ �¥R¦+ §«¬+�>+4#+,'+5 +34/.5  via the isotropy of the speed in K* 

= V®¯�¥R¦+ §o�>+4�+,'+534/.5  since the additive mass Pw = °�+ ±+ and the charge e=°o+±+ are relativistic 

invariants and the distribution of material points is spherical. 

We have �� ;+4³+, l+5 = Uo�+ 4³+5 = Uo�,o´+ �¬µ+�+  where Uo�+ 4³+5 is the electromagnetic energy and the 

quantities with index “eq” are the associated quantities for an eventual equilibrium point. 

We have also J+ = J+ "&�+&'+) = �a��¶¥²"6·+67+)R = J+ "J4/.5 &�+&' ) = �s��¦¸/.¹R¥² "6·+67 )R = J+ "/., &�+&' ) 

=>!* "{#$+ 4l5}, %&#$+&' ( , -., /., l) = !* "³+, &�+&' , -., /., l) = V �34/.5W º¯LR3+"/.,6·+67 )] Uo�,o´+ �¬µ+�+ Y 

with 

GH = �!*�/. = J4/.5 W_ »J̀ +� b` � QT ] �` � ;+4#$+ , l+5¼` QT Y /. = J4/.5 WJ+� Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT ³o+́³+ Y/. 

=>GH = J4/.5P/. 

With P = J+�Pw ] K¬¤,¬µ+LR �¬µ+�+  

And J+ = J+ "/., &�+&' ) = ���¦¸/.¹R¥² "6·+67 )R 
We see that the mass is (modulo c²) the sum of the total internal free energy J+�Pw [with the 

electromagnetic energy 
K¬¤,¬µ+LR �¬µ+�+  (a potential energy).  

Moreover, the value of the mass depends of the “external” dynamics of the center of mass. 

The relativistic dynamic is: ��l 1J4/.5 U+Q² /.9 = ��-. !* 1³+, �³+�l , -., /., l9 

[ ��l 1J̀+b`� �#$+�l+9 = XJ4/.5 ��#$+ !+ 1{#$+ }, 2J4/.5 �#$+�l 89 

=>
&&' "J+Pw � &�+&'+) = ��34/.5 <<�+ "J+ "/., &�+&' ) �PwQT ] Uo�,o´+ �¬µ+�+ ) = �34/.5Uo�,o´+ �¬µ+�+R 

=>
&&' "J4/.5� J+Pw � &�+&' ) = �34/.5Uo�,o´+ �¬µ+�+R 

One can see that this model is internally radially unstable since there is only a repulsive term. 



In order to improve he model we can add to it a truncated cosmological constant [9] which is null 

everywhere but not into the spherical electron. 

The new Lagrangian is ([9] & [3]) 

!* 1³+, �³+�l , -., /., l9 = V XJ4/.5 � PwQTJ+ "/., �³+�l ) ] Uo�,o´+ ³o+́³+ V Q½¾¿ÀÁÂÃ � Ä4Å+ V ³+5^VÆ+�Ç-+� 

With 

 Ä4Å+ V ³+5 A X[ÈÉ³Å+ Ê ³+[ 
         A Ë[ÈÉ³Å+ Z ³+[ 
But the space-time is Minkowskian and the electron is spherical in K*. Then 

!* 1³+, �³+�l , -., /., l9 = V XJ4/.5� PvQuJ+ "/., �³+�l ) ] Uo�,o´+ ³o+́³+ V Q½¾¿À ÌÍ¿ÂÃ � ³+Ç� 

A false problem 

We can remark that this Lagrangian naively suggests that the interaction terms acts instantaneously 

which would be inconsistent with Relativity. But actually the interaction terms come from fields that 

acts  just exactly at the points where the material points are located, that is to say on the sphere and 

not at the center of the sphere. 

A digression towards some intriguing Uniform-Energy-Region 

The cosmological term in the Lagrangian is not the one used by Einstein since it is not applied to the 

whole space-time. This is very surprising for me since the general famous theorem (Lovelock) 

established that the cosmological term à la Einstein (in addition to the Ricci term) is the only one 

allowed in General Relativity in order to respect the general requirement of this theory: second order 

equation for dynamics and invariance of physical laws for any transformation of coordinates.  A 

natural question is why the addition of the Poincaré term is authorized in Relativity ? In a more 

intuitive reasoning (which allows to reveal the solution): saying that a cosmological term applied only 

to a given fixed region seems to contradict the epistemological views of General Relativity [22] saying 

in particular that any effect of a phenomenon has to be caused by a direct measurable cause. This 

direct measurable cause has to be a physical phenomenon, governed by dynamical equations, which 

interact with other fields and matters (that is why reference frame must not be allowed to influence 

phenomena via inertial forces, the equivalence principle permitting precisely to make the latter 

dynamic by unifying them with the dynamical field of gravity).  The solution to my problem is 

therefore that the boundary of the region, where the Poincaré pressure term is applied, is 

dynamically coupled with the distribution of the material system localized in the region.  This has an 

interesting consequence: General Relativity allows a priori the existence of an arbitrary number n of 

deformed closed surfaces surrounding internal regions, of volume BÄ4Î-ÏÎ V Î#ÏÎ5^VÆ� �Ç-Ï , 

each containing a “Constant-cosmological” term Âr with an arbitrary value. This in the condition that 



all these borders are dynamical coupled with a border variable  #Ï . Explicitly, General Relativity 

permits an action as ±»{ÆNÐ4£, l5}, {³r4l5}¼= VQÇXÑ¿ÀÒÁ4Å V uÂK5^VÆ�Ó ]e Q½¾¿ÀÒÁÂr� Ä4Î-ÏÎ V Î#ÏÎ5^VÆ� �Ç-Ïr �l ] ±»{³r4l5,Ô }¼ 
Thus, Lovelock theorem applied, as it should, to a free gravitation field and the other “cosmological” 

terms are not affected by it since they necessitate the use of other dynamical variables. 

Of course, although permit, the other cosmological terms are not very “natural” because we have to 

add them arbitrary by hand. However they are not more “unnatural” than the complex topologies 

already often used and a priori allowed. If one accepts such new terms we must therefore complete 

the action with another part implying the dynamic of a 2D membrane for which every point behaves 

as a material point, each providing a “ds” term in the action. Hence, this membrane is sensitive to (as 

it should) the gravitation field (and a priori only to it) and is deformed by it. We can imagine a space 

time bathed by these Uniform-Energy-Regions. The problem of this kind of Uniform-Energy-Regions 

is the instabilities of their shape since they behave internally like a dynamical min-de-sitter (or anti-

de-sitter) universe and not like a wiser Einstein-static one.  Another problem that comes in mind is 

the possible appearance of gravitational singularities when 2 free point of the same surface (or even 

several surface) meet at the same point during their “free” movement (but this problem can be 

maybe cured by a quantum “bandage”). In spite of all these oddities, it is important to keep in mind 

(surely already known, perhaps by Dirac) all the mathematical possibilities permited by the standard 

paradigm of physics, which is still today partly constituted by classical General Relativity. After a 

reading of the Jean Pierre Luminet’s book [17], it seems that these speculations look a bit like the 

concept of gravastars which were conceptually invented in 2001 by Mazur & Mottola: Is “the 

Uniform-Energy-Regions” the same speculative concept as gravastars ? Is the gravastar the rebirth of 

the old Lorentz-Poincaré electron in an astrophysical domain? One of the differences would be that 

the Uniform-Energy-Regions is put by hand as one can put by hand a cosmological constant or the 

existence of some material points instead of being the result of a dynamical collapse of an existing 

massive star.  

 Returning to our initial problem 

!* 1³+, �³+�l , -., /., l9 = V XJ4/.5� PvQuJ+ "/., �³+�l ) ] Uo�,o´+ ³o+́³+ V Q½uÀ XÍÂÃ � ³+Ç� 

Which gives 

GH = �!*�/. = J4/.5 W_ »J̀ +� b` � QT ] �` � ;+4#$+ , l+5¼` QT Y /.
= J4/.5 WJ+� Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT ³o+́³+ V QTuÀ XÍÂÃ � ³+ÇY/. 

 

 



=>GH = J4/.5P/. 

With P = J+�Pw ] K¬¤,¬µ+LR �¬µ+�+ V LRÕÐ ÂÃ� ³+Ç 

And J+ = J+ "/., &�+&' ) = �s��¦¸/.¹R¥² "6·+67 )R 
We see that the mass is (modulo c²) the sum of the total internal free energy with the 

electromagnetic energy (which behaves as a potential energy) and with the pressure-Poincaré 

energy.  

Moreover, the value of the mass depends of the “external” dynamics of the center of mass. 

The relativistic dynamic for the internal part is now: ��l 1J̀+b`� �#$+�l+9 = XJ4/.5 ��#$+ !+ 1{#$+ }, 2J4/.5 �#$+�l 89 

=>
&&' "J4/.5� J+Pw � &�+&' ) = ��34/.5 <<�+ "J+ "/., &�+&' ) �PwQT ] Uo�,o´+ �¬µ+�+ V LÖÕÐÂÃ � ³+Ç) 

= XJ4/.5 Uo�,o´+ ³o+́³+T ] XJ4/.5 Q½uÀ ÂÃ � ³+T 

=>
&&' "J4/.5� J+Pw � &�+&' ) = �34/.5Uo�,o´+ �¬µ+�+R ] �34/.5 LÖTÐÂÃ � ³+T 

In addition to the repulsive Coulomb term, the Poincaré term add a pressure force 

 ±+� × = �34/.5 LÖTÐÂÃ � ³+T 

=> × = ¶¦4/.5¥ÖRØCÙ��+RÌ¿�+R = �34/.5 LÖÚ¿Ð ÂÃ 

In order to stabilize the sphere, we put ÂÃ = VÛÂÃÛ 
Hence we have ��l 1J4/.5� J+Pw � �³+�l 9 = XJ4/.5Uo�,o´+ ³o+́³+T V XJ4/.5 Q½uÀ ÛÂÃÛ� ³+T  

The internal equilibrium is realized when (we put by definition ³+ = ³o+́ 5: 
W XJ4/.5 Uo�,o´+ ³o+́³+T = XJ4/.5 Q½uÀ ÛÂÃÛ� ³+TY�+[Ü�¬µ+  

\=Z Uo�,o´+ = LÖTÐ ÛÂÃÛ� ³o+́ Ç 

\=Z³o+́ Ç = u ÀÛÂÃÛQ½Uo�,o´+  



Moreover 

=>
&&' "J4/.5� J+Pw � &�+&' ) = �34/.5Uo�,o´+ �¬µ+�+R V �34/.5 "LÖTÐ ÛÂÃÛ) � ³+T = �34/.5Uo�,o´+ �¬µ+�+R V �34/.5 1K¬¤,¬µ+�¬µ+ Ý 9 � ³+T 

=Z ��l 1J4/.5� J+Pw � �³+�l 9 = XJ4/.5 Uo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY 

P = J+� Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT ³o+́³+ V QTÑÀ ÂÃ � ³+Ç = J+�Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT ³o+́³+ ] XÍWQTuÀ ÛÂÃÛY � ³+Ç= J+� Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT ³o+́³+ ] XÍWUo�,o´+QT³o+́ ÇY � ³+Ç = J+� Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT W³o+́³+ ] XÍ ³+Ç³o+́ ÇY 

=ZP = J+� Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT W³o+́³+ ] XÍ ³+Ç³o+́ ÇY 

The mass is a function P = P"³+, &�+&' , /.) 

For the equilibrium point [we have the well known result[Po´ = J+� Pw ] ÌÍUo�,o´+QT = WPw ] ÌÍUo�,o´+QT YN�[&�+&' ÜÞ  

Hence, as already many time said, for example in [3] & [9], the a priori astonishing factor mass 
½Ç is 

due to the necessity of a confining term (Poincaré term) which add an energical contribution. 

Po´ = 4J+� Pw5º`'o�N`ß[àqNr'� ] 1Uo�,o´+QT 9KßoL'�q�`áro'NL[�Noß&[ ] 1XÍUo�,o´+QT 9ÃqNrL é[Lqr�Nr�or'  

The internal equation of motion of the sphere in second order approximation 

We clarify the following factor 

J+ = J+ 1/., �³+�l 9 = XsX V J4/.5TQ² "�³+�l )T =
X

|X V 4/.5TQ² V XQ² "�³+�l )TX V 4/.5TQ²
= | X V 4/.5TQ²X V 4/.5TQ² V XQ² "�³+�l )T

t WX V Xu 4/.5TQ² YWX ] Xu 4/.5TQ² ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9TY= �X ] Xu/.TQ² ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9T V Xu/.TQ² WX ] Xu/.TQ² ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9TY� 

= X ] Xu/.TQ² ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9T V Xu/.TQ² V XÌ/.TQ² /.TQ² V XÌ/.TQ² XQ² 1�³+�l 9T 



=Z J+ = X ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9T V XÌ 4/.5½Q½ V XÌ 4/.5TQ² XQ² 1�³+�l 9T 

=ZJ+ = X ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9T ] Ä Wâ½Q½Y 

Then ��l 1J4/.5� J+Pw� �³+�l 9 = XJ4/.5 Uo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY 

\=Z ��l WJ4/.5 WX ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYPw �³+�l Y t XJ4/.5 Uo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY 

\=Z ��l ¸J4/.5¹J+Pw �³+�l ] ��l �WX ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9TY�J4/.5Pw �³+�l ] ��l 1�³+�l 9 J4/.5J+Pw = XJ4/.5 Uo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY 

\=Z ��l ¸J4/.5¹J+Pw �³+�l ] XQ² �³+�l �T³+�lT J4/.5Pw �³+�l ] �T³+�lT J4/.5J+Pw = XJ4/.5 Uo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY 

\=Z ��l ¸J4/.5¹ J+J4/.5J+Pw �³+�l ] XQ²�³+�l �T³+�lT J4/.5J4/.5J+Pw �³+�l ] Pw �T³+�lT = XJ4/.5J4/.5J+ Uo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY 

\=Z 1XQ² �³+�l XJ+Pw �³+�l ]Pw9�T³+�lT = XJ4/.5J4/.5J+ Uo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY V �ã�¸J4/.5¹�l Pw �³+�l  

\=ZWX ] XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYPw �T³+�lT t XJ4/.5TJ+ Uo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY VPw �ã�¸J4/.5¹�l �³+�l  

�ã�¸J4/.5¹�l = XJ4/.5 �J4/.5�l = XJ4/.5 � WX V "/.Q )TY��äT�l = XJ4/.5VXu WX V 1/.Q 9TY�ÇäT � WX V "/.Q )TY�l= XJ4/.5VXu J4/.5Ç 1Vu 1XQ²9/.$.9 = XQ² J4/.5T/.$. 

=Z WX ] XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYPw �T³+�lT t XJ4/.5TJ+ Uo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY VPwQ² J4/.5T/.$. �³+�l  

\=Z Pw �T³+�lT t XJ4/.5TJ+ WX V XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYUo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY VPwQ² WX V XQ² 1�³+�l 9TY J4/.5T/.$. �³+�l  

Pw �T³+�lT = Vå� �³+�l ] æ� Uo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY 

· å = å "/., &�+&' ) = PvQ² 1X V XQ² "�³+�l )u9 J4/.5u/.$. 

· æ = æ "/., &�+&' ) = XJ4/.5uJ+ 1X V XQ² "�³+�l )u9 

With this effective Newtonian form one can interpret more intuitively the internal relativistic 

equation where we notice: 



· a viscous term -å� &�+&'  with a coefficient å proportional to /.� $. ,in accordance with the 

conservation of the energy (exchange between internal energy and the kinetic energy) 

· a factor æ affecting the repulsive Coulombian force and the pressure force 

We see that in general there is a coupling between the external dynamic and the internal dynamic. 

But this coupling is clearly due to the relativistic regime: outside this regime, the external dynamic 

does not affect the internal dynamic (since K* is a local Galilean frame, there are no inertial forces). 

The case of a non-relativistic internal dynamic (�L �³+�l t Ë5[gives: 

· å = å "/., &�+&' ) t PvQ² J4/.5u/.$. = PvQ² /.$.��/.R¥²  

· æ = æ "/., &�+&' ) = XJ4/.5u = X V /.RL²  

=> å &�+&' = PvQ² /.$.��/.R¥² &�+&' = O� XQ &�+&' t Ë 

=>WPw &R�+&'R t XJ4/.5uUo�,o´+ 1�¬µ+�+R V �+R�¬µ+ Ý9Ynqro��oß`'NçN�'NL[Nr'o�r`ß[&èr`�NL  

To simplify the dynamics, I will assume that the system is close to the equilibrium point. Then we can 

Taylor the function È4³+5 A �¬µ+�+R V �+R�¬µ+ Ý near this point. 

È4³+5 t È¸³o+́ ¹ ] �È�³+ ¸³o+́ ¹� ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ = W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY ¸³o+́ ¹ ] WVu ³o+́³+Ç V u ³+³o+́ ÇY ¸³o+́ ¹� ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹= 4Ë5 V Ì³o+́ T � ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ 

=>Pw &R�+&'R t V ½�¬µ+ R XJ4/.5uUo�,o´+ ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ 

If the speed of the center of mass varies sufficiently slowly (adiabatically), we have as desired the 

case of an effective oscillator around a center of mass velocity /.T: 

Pw �T³+�lT t VÀ/. � ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ 

With À/. A ½�¬µ+ R XJ4/.5uUo�,o´+  

Taking into account ³o+́ Ç = u ÐÛCÙÛLÖUo�,o´+ [, the pulsation of the oscillator is then: 

ê/. = sÀ/.Pw t u³o+́ aUo�,o´+ XJ4/.5 = u^Uo�,o´+1u ÀÛÂÃÛQ½Uo�,o´+ 9�äÇ XJ4/.5
= uTäÇ WQ½ÛÂÃÛÀ Y�äÇ Uo�,o´+ �äÕ WX V Xu/.TQ² Y 



ê/. t êëJ4/.5 = êë ] ìê/.  

· êë t uTäÇ "LÖÛCÙÛÐ )�äÇ Uo�,o´+ �äÕ 

· ìê/. t V �T /.RL² êë 

Hence,  

· if the internal system has Newtonian dynamics ; 

· if the velocity of the center of mass is not negligible relative to the Einstein constant c ([5’]); 

· and if the speed of the center of mass varies sufficiently slowly with respect to the internal 

dynamics, 

Then the internal oscillator sees its frequency  ê/. [decreas  to the value: Vìê/. t Xu/.TQ² êë 

A complex system whose center of mass moves at a sufficiently high speed affects the internal 

dynamics of the system. 

 

The dynamic effect is actually a kinematic one 

This, a priori dynamics effect, is actually rather a kinematic one, Einstein’s law of time dilation: �l = J4/.5�l+ \=Z X�l t XJ4/.5 X�l+ 

We see in fact that the internal dynamic is frozen by the time dilation.  
Indeed, we can re-express the internal dynamics in term of internal time l+by using the fact that: �T�lT = ��l 1 ��l9 = XJ4/.5 ��l+ 1 XJ4/.5 ��l+9 = XJ4/.5 ��J4/.5VX�l+ 1 ��l+9 ] XJ4/.5 ��l+ 1 ��l+9� = XJ4/.5 � �l�l+ �J4/.5VX�l 1 ��l+9 ] XJ4/.5 ��l+ 1 ��l+9� 
= XJ4/.5 íîî

ïJ4/.5 � 1X V /.zQ² 9Xäu�l 1 ��l+9 ] XJ4/.5 ��l+ 1 ��l+9ðññ
ò
 

= XJ4/.5 �J4/.5 Xu 1Vu /.Q²9 $. WX V /.zQ² YVXäu 1 ��l+9 ] XJ4/.5 ��l+ 1 ��l+9� = XJ4/.5 �VJ4/.5u /.� $.Q² 1 ��l+9 ] XJ4/.5 ��l+ 1 ��l+9  = VJ4/.5 /.� $.Q² 1 ��l+9 ] XJ4/.5u ��l+ 1 ��l+9 

 =Z �T�lT = VJ4/.5 /.� $.Q² 1 ��l+9 ] XJ4/.5T ��l+ 1 ��l+9 

Since we know that 

 Pw �T³+�lT t XJ4/.5TJ+ WX V XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYUo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY VPwQ² WX V XQ² 1�³+�l 9TY J4/.5T/.$. �³+�l  



Then we have 

Pw dVJ4/.5/.� $.Q² W ��l+Y] XJ4/.5T ��l+ W ��l+Yf ³+t XJ4/.5TJ+ WX V XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYUo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY VPwQ² WX V XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYJ4/.5� /.$. �³+�l+  

\=Z Pw dVJ4/.5 /.� $.Q² W�³+�l+Y] XJ4/.5T ��l+ W�³+�l+Yft XJ4/.5TJ+ WX V XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYUo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY VPwQ² WX V XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYJ4/.5� /.$. �³+�l+  

\=Z Pw XJ4/.5T ��l+ W�³+�l+Yt XJ4/.5TJ+ WX V XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYUo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY VPwQ² �WX V XQT 1�³+�l 9TY V X� J4/.5/.$. �³+�l+ 

\=Z Pw ��l+ W�³+�l+Y t XJ+ WX V XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYUo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY ]PwQ² XQT 1�³+�l 9T J4/.5/.$. �³+�l+  

\=Z Pw ��l+ W�³+�l+Y t XJ+ WX V XQ² 1�³+�l 9TYUo�,o´+ W³o+́³+T V ³+T³o+́ ÇY ]PwQ² XQT 1�³+�l+9T /.$.J4/.5 �³+�l+ 

=ZPv ��l+ W�³+�l+Y = å��³+�l+ ] æ�U�b,�ó+ d³�ó+³+u V ³+u³�ó+ Íf 

· å = å "/., &�+&' ) = PvQ² XQu "�³+�l+)u /.$.J4/.5 
· æ = æ "/., &�+&' ) = XJ+ 1X V XQ² "�³+�l )u9 

------------------------ 

Digression on a (apparent ?) paradox 

The viscous term is a little embarrassing for me (Is there an error of sign or worse? I let the reader answer) because it shows 

a capture of the kinetic energy of the center of mass by the internal oscillator when the center of mass is accelerated. This 

is the complete opposite, at first sight, of the expected behaviour as seen above from the reference frame K with time t.  

This seems to contradict the energy conservation law.  

But in the case where the whole system is isolated, we know that the center of mass and the total energy has to be 

constant, so the viscous term disappears and there is no contradiction. 

However, let's take this result seriously. One can imagine an external field acting on the whole system in a such way that 

the field is considered as totally homogenous from the point of view of the internal particles but inhomogeneous from the 

one of the center of mass. Then the external field accelerates the electron without “touching” the internal part. This results 

in an acceleration of the center of mass. As we have shown above, this has the effect of injecting energy from the center of 

mass to the internal energy, and thus increasing the mass. The consequence of this is that any acceleration of our electron 

increases its mass: “acceleration generates matter”. This remind me of some claims readen in more sophisticated and 

general physics about creation of matter during “early” Big Bang phase of (more or less) speculative inflation. Our model, 

although less general (and physically false!), shows how one can understand pedagogically (=simple and explicit) this kind of 

behaviour in Special Relativity without field theory (if there are not errors of signs...). 

To finish this digression, we can interpret the equation in the follows. From the point of view of internal dynamics, an 

acceleration of the center of mass increases the speed of the oscillator. But from the point of view of the observer K, it is 



the opposite. As the difference between the 2 point of view comes from the dilation of time, we can say that when we 

increase the speed of the center of mass, in the point of view of K, the dilation of time increases sufficiently strongly to 

contrebalance the internal acceleration (seen from K*) and actually provide the result of an decelerated oscillator seen in K. 

If there is no sign error (or worse), I found this result quite interesting as an apparent paradox in Special Relaticity. 

-------- 

Returning to our Like above, Once again, to simplify the dynamics, I will assume that 

o if the internal system has Newtonian dynamics ; 

o the system is close to the equilibrium point.  

o the speed of the center of mass varies slowly (adiabatically): 

 =Z Pw ��l+ 1�³+�l+9 t VÀë� ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ 

With Àë A ½�¬µ+ R Uo�,o´+  

 Then Pw �T³+�lT t V Ì³o+́ T XJ4/.5u Uo�,o´+Pw ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ \=Z Pw �T³+�l+T t V Ì³o+́ T Uo�,o´+Pw ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ 

In this form, we see that the dynamics is fully expressed in terms of variables in K* without the 

dilation of time factor. 

In this expression, the Hooke force is now characterized by Àë = ½�¬µ+ R K¬¤,¬µ+º¯ = J4/.5uÀ/.  

We recover the expression above êë = aÐëº¯ = aJ4/.5u Ð/.º¯ = J4/.5aÐ/.º¯ = J4/.5ê/.  

Thus, the Newtonian oscillator is seen frozen à la Einstein by  our new weird choice of variables that 

express the dynamics relative to the time t. This indicates naturally that the observer is in the 

reference frame K. 

 

Anticipating a quantum treatment that might be based on the new choice of variable, one can affirm 

that the quantum characteristics of the inner part (seen from K) would be: 

· The quantum of energy ìU = ôê/. = ô õëJ4/.5 t ôêë ] ôìê/.; 

· The zero point energy UÞ = �Tôê/. = �Tô õëJ4/.5 t �Tôêë ] �Tôìê/.. 

The “external relativistic dynamic” affects, by the relativity of time, the quantum of energy and the 

lowest energy (“zero point energy”) by “renormalizing” them in a kinematic way. 

Then if we measure this quantum and this zero point energy among a macroscopic number of such 

free complex “electrons” we naturally obtain the average values (thanks to the Equirepartition 

theorem): 

· öìU÷ = ôöê/.÷ = ôêë ö �J4/.5÷ t ôêë "X V �ºL² ö�TP/.T÷) = ôêë "X V ÇT ÐøùºL²); 

· öUÞ÷ = �Tôöê/.÷ = �Tôêë ö �J4/.5÷ = �Tôêë "X V ÇT ÐøùºL²) 

And, if all the electrons are each in harmonic-Hooke interaction with a center of force, then the 

quantum characteristics measured are: 

· öìU÷ = ôöê/.÷ t ôêë "X V Í ÐøùºL²); 

· öUÞ÷ t �Tôêë "X V Í ÐøùºL²) 



Hence, from the point of view of an observer looking at a collection of moving “electron”, the 

dilation of time, expressed by the thermal energy effect, decrease (a little) theses quantum 

characteristics of that particular electron. Because of the universality of the cause (Einstein dilation 

of time), this effect must also be true for other kind of material Newtonian oscillators (atoms, 

molecules...).  It will be interesting to see the effect of the dilation of time for the quantum version of 

“particles” constituted, this time, only by fields (electromagnetism, gravitation fields...) which can be 

considered (at least for the first when it is free and the second for a weak field regime) as an infinity 

of oscillators, but this time the last system will be relativistic.  

A question: For a wave packet travelling at the constant speed c, can we say that all the zero-point 

energy would be infinitely dilated and therefore “renormalized” (if internal energy has a meaning for 

a such system, a priori not but an explicit passage to the limit would be interesting to see) ?  

The mass  

In this situation the mass is now  

P = J+� Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT W³o+́³+ ] XÍ ³+Ç³o+́ ÇY t WX ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9TY �Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT Æ4³+5 
With the function Æ4³+5 A �¬µ+�+ ] �Ç �+Ý�¬µ+ Ý 
Taking account that for the equilibrium point "&á&�+)�¬µ+ = Ë, since the mass is an internal energy near 

the equilibrium point, we have 

Æ4³+5 = Æ¸³o+́ ¹ ] XuW�TÆ�³+TY�¬µ+ ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹T = ÌÍ ] XuW ��³+ � ��³+ W³o+́³+ ] XÍ ³+Ç³o+́ ÇY�Y�¬µ+ ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹T 

= ÌÍ ] Xu� ��³+ WV ³o+́³+T ] ³+T³o+́ ÇY��¬µ+ ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹T = ÌÍ ] XuWu ³o+́³+Ç ] u ³+³o+́ ÇY�¬µ+ ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹T 

= ÌÍ ] XuWu X³o+́ T ] u X³o+́ TY ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹T = ÌÍ ] u³o+́ T ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹T 

=Z P t WX ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9TY �Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT �ÌÍ ] u³o+́ T ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹T� 
= WX ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9TY �Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT �ÌÍ ] u³o+́ T ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹T� 
=Z P t Po´ ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9T � Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT u ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹T³o+́ T  

With  Po´ = Pw ] ÌÍUo�,o´+QT  



The mass is a function P = P"³+, &�+&' , /.). 

The dynamic of the center of mass  ��l 4J4/.5P/.5 = P ��l 4J4/.5/.5 ] 4J4/.5/.5 �P�l  

and �P�l = ��l dPo´ ] Xu XQ² 1�³+�l 9T � Pw ] Uo�,o´+QT u ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹T³o+́ T f
= XQ² �³+�l �u³+�lu � Pv ] U�b,�ó+Qu Ì ¸³+ V ³�ó+ ¹³�ó+ u �³+�l  

But 
&R�+&'R t V"X V /.RL² ) Ì K¬¤,¬µ+º¯ ¸�+��¬µ+ ¹�¬µ+ R  

=Z �P�l = �³+�l WV XQ² WX V /.TQ² YÌU�b,�ó+ ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹³o+́ T Y ] U�b,�ó+Qu Ì ¸³+ V ³�ó+ ¹³�ó+ u �³+�l  

 = XQ² �³+�l /.TQ² ÌUo�,o´+ ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹³o+́ T  

úûl ��l 4J4/.5P/.5 = ��-. !@ 1³+, �³+�l , -., /., l9 =Z P ��l 4J4/.5/.5 ] 4J4/.5/.5 �P�l = ��-. !@ 1³+, �³+�l , -., /., l9 

 

 

Then P ��l 4J4/.5/.5 = ��-. !* 1³+, �³+�l , -., /., l9 V å� /. jklm 

· å = J4/.5 &º&' = &º&'+ 
· 

&º&' = "/.RL² ) 1 ½�¬µ+ R K¬¤,¬µ+L² ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ &�+&' 9 

The internal dynamics influence the dynamics of the center of mass. This coupling is not due to an 

eventual relativistic behaviour of the internal dynamics but especially to the relativistic behaviour of 

the center of mass itself. Indeed, we see that in the Newtonian limit (
/.RL² = Ë5, there is no longer a 

viscous term where the coupling appears. This coupling is of course due to an exchange between the 

internal energy M and that of the center of mass. This variation of the internal energy modifies the 

inertia and then acts on the speed for a given momentum. 

We can for example write: �P�l = W/.TQ² YW Ì³o+́ T Uo�,o´+Q² ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ �³+�l Y = W/.TQ² Y 1J4/.5uÀ/.¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ �³+�l 9 



= W/.TQ² Y J4/.5u� ü �³+�l ý ü �³+�l = M 

With 

o À/. A ½�¬µ+ R XJ4/.5uUo�,o´+  

o The force ü A Pw &R�+&'R t V ½�¬µ+ R XJ4/.5u K¬¤,¬µ+º¯ ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ = V ½�¬µ+ R XJ4/.5u K¬¤,¬µ+º¯ ¸³+ V ³o+́ ¹ 

o The power P=[ü &�+&'  

When the electron absorb energy (P>0), then the viscous force opposes to the movement of the 

center of mass ( å Z Ë ).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.3. Hamiltonian analysis: Hamilton-Jacobi equation(an attempt) for a material system free 

As for [1] and [2], we start from the norm equation: 

1U+Q 9T = 1UQ9T VGT 

We have to express the different quantities in term of the action. For that, I search the expression of 

the action as the function of coordinates : that is to say the action resulting from the injection of the 

equation of motion in its variation. I need the 2 expressions below in term of coordinate: 

o By Mixing internal and external degree of freedom 4{#$+ }, -H, l5  
o And only using internal degree of freedom 4{#$+ }, l+5  

 

· ±4{#$+ }, -H, l5 A {±»{#$+ 4l+5}, -H, l¼}�o`ß['�`þoL'q�è = ÿ 0+3 � �l',{#$+ },-H'¶ = ÿ !@� �l',{#$+ },-H'¶  =Z �±4{#$+ }, -H, l5= Ò �e �!@�#$+ �#$+` ]e �!@� �#$+�l � �#$+�l` ] �!@�-. �-. ] �!@�/. �/. ] �!@�l �l�',{#$+ },-H'¶ �l 
= Ò �e �!@�#$+ �#$+` ] ��l �e �!@� �#$+�l �#$+` V �#$+ ��le �!@� �#$+�l` �] �!@�-. �-.',{#$+ },-H'¶

] d ��l W�!@�/. �-.Y V �-. W ��l �!@�/.Yf ] �!@�l �l��l 
= Ò  e��!@�#$+ V ��l �!@� �#$+�l ��#$+` ] W�!@�-. V ��l �!@�/.Y�-. ] �!@�l �l',{#$+ },-H'¶

] ��l �e �!@� �#$+�l �#$+` ] �!@�/. �-.�!�l 
=Z �±4{#$+ }, -H, l5 = Ò � �e �!@� �#$+�l �#$+` ] �!@�/. �-.�',{"#$+ },"-.'¶  

Since 

· W<0*<#$+ V &&' <0*<6#$+67 = ËY�q�[`[�o`ß['�`þoL'q�è 

· "<0<-. V &&' <0I</. = Ë)�q�[`[�o`ß['�`þoL'q�è 

Then we have the following result 

 



=Z �±4{#$+ }, -H, l5 =e1 �±�#$+ �#$+ 9` ] �±�-. �-. ] �±�l �l 
=e �!@� �#$+�l �#$+` ] �!@�/. �-. ] �±�l �l 
=eG$+�#$+` ] G�-. ] �±�l �l 

Then 

· G$+ A <0I<6#$+67 = <<#$+ [ 
· G A <0I</. = <<-. 
· !* A &&' 4{#$+ }, -H, l5 
· g4{#$+ }, {G$+ }, -H, /H5 A _ G$+ &#$+&'` ] G/H V !* = <<l  

· ±4{#$+ }, -H, l5 A {±»{#$+ 4l+5}, -H4l5¼}�o`ß['�`þoL'q�è 

 

· ±4{#$+ }, l+5 = {±»{#$+ 4l+5, l+4l5}¼}�o`ß['�`þoL'q�è = ÿ !+�l+'+,{#$+ }'¶+  

�±4{#$+ }, l+5 = {�±»{#$+ 4l+5}, l+4l5¼}�o`ß['�`þoL'q�è = Ò �4!+�l+5'+,{#$+ }'¶+  

= Ò �'+4!+�l+5 ] �{#$+ }4!+�l+5 ] �2&#$+&'+ 84!+�l+5 ] �'4!+�l+5'+,{#$+ }'¶+  

= Ò  !+�'+4�l+5 ] �l+�'+4!+5 ] de �!+�#$+ �#$+` f�l+ ] �e �!+� �#$+�l+ � �#$
+�l+` ��l+!'+,{#$+ }'¶+  

But �l+ is variable: 

� �#$+�l+ = � 1�#$+�l+9 = �4�#$+ 5�l+ ] �#$+� 1 X�l+9 = ��#$+�l+ ] �#$+ 1V��l+�l+T 9 = ��#$+�l+ V �#$+ 1��l+�l+T9 

= ��#$+�l+ V �#$+�l+ 1��l+�l+ 9 

�±4{#$+ }, l+5 = Ò  �4!+�l+5 V �l+�!+ ] �l+�'+4!+5 ] de �!+�#$+ �#$+` f�l+'+,{#$+ }lX+
] �e �!+� �#$+�l+ d��#$

+��l+ V �#$+�l+ 1��l+�l+ 9f` ��l+! 



= Ò  �4!+�l+5�l+ V �l+ �!+�l+ ] �'+4!+5 ] de �!+�#$+ �#$+` f ]e �!+� �#$+�l+ ��#$
+�l+ Ve �!+� �#$+�l+ �#$

+�l+ 1��l+�l+ 9`` !'+,{#$+ }lX+ �l+ 
= Ò #�4!+�l+5�l+ V �l+ �!+�l+ ] �'+4!+5 ] de �!+�#$+ �#$+` f'+,{#$+ }'¶+

] � ��l+�e �!+� �#$+�l+ �#$+` � Ve�#$+ ��l+� �!+� �#$+�l+�` �
V�� ��l+�e �!+� �#$+�l+ �#$

+�l+ �l+` �V �l+ ��l+�e �!+� �#$+�l+ �#$
+�l+` ���$�l+ 

= Ò #�l+ %V�!+�l+ ] �!+�l+ ] ��l+�e �!+� �#$+�l+ �#$
+�l+` �&]e���!

+�#$+ V ��l+� �!+� �#$+�l+����#$+`
'+,{#$+ }'¶+

] ��l+��e �!+� �#$+�l+ �#$+` V �l+�e �!+� �#$+�l+ �#$
+�l+` V !+���$�l+ 

· W &&'+ W <0+<6#$+67+
&#$+&'+Y V &0+&'+ = V <0+<'+Y�q�[`[�o`ß['�`þoL'q�è 

· W &&'+ W <0+<6#$+67+Y = <0+<#$+Y�q�[`[�o`ß['�`þoL'q�è 

Then we have the following result 

=Z �±4{#$+ }, l+5 =e �±�#$+ �#$+` ] �±�l+ �l+ 

=e �!+� �#$+�l+ �#$+` V�e �!+� �#$+�l+ �#$
+�l+` V !+��l+ 

=eG$+�#$+` V U+�l+ 

Then 

· G$+ A <0I<6#$+67 = <0+<6#$+67+ = <<#$+ [ 
· U+ A _ <0+<6#$+67+

&#$+&'+` V !+ = <<'+ 
· !+ A &&'+ 4{#$+ }, l+, l5 
· g+4{#$+ }, {G$+ }5 A _ G$+ &#$+&'` V !+ = <<'+ 
· ±4{#$+ }, l+5 A {±»{#$+ 4l+5}, l+¼}�o`ß['�`þoL'q�è 



1U+Q 9T = 1UQ9T VGT 

We have the first equation XQT 1 �±�l+9'+,{#$+ }T = XQT 1�±�l9{#$+ },-H,'T V 1 �±�-H9{#$+ },-H,'T
 

The expression uses the same quantity S but expressed as 2 functions of different variables.  

We can also express the equation in term of internal position  U+ =eU+̀`  

With "��L²L )T = "K�+L )T V G$+ T 

=Z U+̀ = a4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+ T 

=Z U+ =ea4b`Q²5T ] Q²G$+ T`  

=Z�esWb`Q²Q YT ] 1 �±�#$+ 9'+,{#$+ }T
` �T = XQT 1�±�l9{#$+ },-H,'T V 1 �±�-H9{#$+ },-H,'T

 

\=ZesWb`Q²Q YT ] 1 �±�#$+9'+,{#$+ }T
` = s XQT 1�±�l9{#$+ },-H,'T V 1 �±�-H9{#$+ },-H,'T

 

 

This equation is pretty complicated. To develop again the analysis, a quantum version (à la 

Schrödinger) using the action as the phase of a wave function would be interesting to obtain (with 

the internal degree of freedom and the center of mass as variables). Here we see that is seems not 

very straightforward (or not possible?).  
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